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28E/47 Herdsman Parade, Wembley, WA 6014

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: House
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$260,000

Welcome to the extraordinary 28E/47 Herdsman Parade, where the ultimate in convenience and comfort harmonize in

the most enchanting manner. Prepare to be captivated by this exquisite 2-bedroom, 1-bathroom apartment elegantly

perched on the top floor of an impeccably maintained building. It epitomizes contemporary living within a vibrant and

flourishing community.Be prepared to indulge in a wealth of amenities mere steps away. Nature enthusiasts will revel in

the marvels of the nearby Herdsman Wildlife Reserve. Surrounding parks brim with activities for children, a shopping

centre housing an IGA supermarket, charming cafes, enticing restaurants, medical facilities, and schools-everything you

require is right at your doorstep. And here's the kicker: the bus stop conveniently graces the front of the complex,

rendering your daily commute an absolute breeze.Step inside and be welcomed into a spacious haven that will leave you

spellbound. The open-plan kitchen is a masterpiece of practical design, seamlessly melding functionality with impeccable

style. It is the heart of the home, ideal for hosting fabulous gatherings or relishing cozy evenings with loved ones.The living

area is generously proportioned and adorned with plush carpeting, infusing an added layer of luxury into your everyday

life.Both bedrooms offer ample space, providing a serene sanctuary to retreat to at day's end. Equipped with built-in

robes and luxuriously soft carpeting, these rooms define comfort. And the communal bathroom? An opulent oasis

boasting stylish finishes and a spacious corner shower area, enticing you to luxuriate tranquillity.But the perks do not

conclude there. This exceptional property boasts exclusive parking privileges, ensuring your treasured vehicle rests

securely. Gated security access guarantees unparalleled peace of mind, while high-speed NBN connectivity keeps you

seamlessly tethered to the digital realm.This is a rare opportunity to possess a premium apartment that caters to your

every desire. Do not allow this extraordinary property to slip through your grasp!Features : Year of Construction: 1977,

with a Living Area of 69m2 | A Classic Charmer with a Cozy AmbianceTwo Spacious BedroomsAn Open, Functional

Design That Maximizes Space | No Wasted Corners Here!Revel in the Tranquility of This Quiet Haven While Embracing

an Exceptional Lifestyle!Prime Location Alert! Effortless access to nearby public transport and all conveniences at your

fingertips.Dedicated Parking | Your Prized Vehicle Will Rest SecurelyLow Maintenance and Private | Spend Less Time

Worrying and More Time Savoring LifeA Gated Complex Ensures Top-Notch Security | Rest Easy, Your Peace of Mind is

Guaranteed


